
E N V I Q U E™

Beauty is in the details.
Beauty. Defined. That’s the Envique™ Collection from QuickStep® — luxurious planks crafted with the ultimate attention 
to detail.

Choose from striking looks ranging from seared pine to modern concrete to vintage hardwood — all featuring unique 
textures and details.

And with our GenuEdge™ technology — which allows the surface color design to “roll over” the edge for a truly 
authentic look — and deeply embossed textures, these floors are something our competition can’t touch. But, you’ll 
definitely want to.

Tuxedo Pine Planks IMUS1862

Summer Pine Planks IMUS1860

Dutch Oak Planks IMUS3231

Urban Concrete Oak Planks IMUS1861Maison Oak Planks IMUS1849

Château Oak Planks IMUS1850

Lineage Oak Planks IMUS1853 Memoir Oak Planks IMUS3416

Gable Oak Planks IMUS1858

Woodland Oak Planks IMUS3230

Bridal Pine Planks IMUS1992

FINISH: Natural Authentic® Surface

EDGE:  Rolled Bevel Edge

PLANK SIZE: 54-11/32 in x 7-1/2 in 
 (138 cm x 19 cm)

THICKNESS: Nominal 1/2 in; 
 Actual 15/32 in (12 mm)

PACKAGING: 5 planks/14.1115 sq ft per carton 
 (1.311 sq m)

AC RATING: AC4 Wear-Layer Rating*

G
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LIFETIME 
WARRANTY

We meet industry and governmental 
standards for air quality – as certified by 

accredited third-party organizations.

The patented Uniclic® locking system we created revolutionized 
the industry, eliminating the need for glue – which can help indoor 
air quality. Our tight-locking joint helps prevent water damage, 
warping, gapping and prevents height differences between planks. 

Increased moisture resistance, thanks to the technology behind 
Envique’s HydroSeal™ coating combined with the tight-locking 
Uniclic® joint.  We’re proud to offer our 24 Hour Spill Protection 
Guarantee – Envique will not be damaged by localized topical spills 
provided they are removed within 24 hours.** Acceptable for use in 
bathrooms and kitchens when proper installation and maintenance 
instructions are followed.

Made with GenuEdge™ Technology, allowing the surface design to 
“roll-over” the edge for a truly authentic look.

One of the most durable laminate floors on the market. Plus our 
ScratchGuard Advanced Finish Protection† helps the floor resist 
micro-scratches that can dull the floor’s surface over time. 

Envique™ is made with cutting edge technology for increased 
resistance to wear, burns, staining, fading and damage from many 
common household items. Our tough HDF core board and premium 
underlayments work in conjunction to resist impact from high heels, 
dropped objects and impressions from heavy furniture. A perfect 
solution for high traffic areas of your home. A quality NALFA® 
certified product.

F IN ISH ING TOUCHES. . .We recommend Performance 
Accessories™ coordinating moldings, underlayments, repair and 
cleaning products.

 **  Bleach, oven cleaner, peroxide, and other chemicals may damage your floor. Remove chemical residue immediately and clean your floor thoroughly. 
Please visit us.quick-step.com for full details regarding installation, warranty, cleaning, maintenance, and other important information to ensure your floor’s optimal performance.

   †  ScratchGuard Advanced Finish Protection allows Quick•Step® products to be more resistant to micro-abrasions than other leading laminate brands, helping protect against everyday dust and dirt that 
can dull the floor’s surface finish over time. MAR (Micro-Abrasion Resistance) Test: Measure of how well a product resists micro-scratching across a broad area, as opposed to pinpoint scratching from a 
single sharp object. Better test results indicate better resistance to scuffs from foot traffic, rug slippage, etc.

*  Select products within the Envique™ collection feature 
deeply textured surfaces which may test at an AC3 rating 
from the standard industry Taber test for wear. However, all 
Envique™ designs are made with high quality materials and 
are approved for heavy residential and light commercial 
applications. Please refer to us.quick-step.com for individual 
product specifications.

847230       ©2016 Quick•Step® All rights reserved. 

Imagine the rustic elegance of Old World Europe. 
These beautifully styled floors were inspired by a 
chateau in the Valence region of France. The oak 
design features natural hand-scraped details with 
beveled edges and a light French bleed that create 
the look of a floor gently aged by time. 

Available in three inviting chocolate tones.

CHÂTEAU OAK PLANKS 
IMUS1850

WOODLAND OAK PLANKS 
IMUS3230

DUTCH OAK PLANKS 
IMUS3231

Lines begin to blur as the textures and 
colorations of concrete meld with the 
natural characteristics and graining of 
hardwood to create a look truly unique in 
flooring design. Rustic. Modern. The design 
possibilities are endless with this blend of 
contemporary concrete, softened by the 
beauty of hardwood.

URBAN CONCRETE OAK PLANKS 
IMUS1861

BELGIUMCalifornia ATCM 93120
CARB Phase 2 Compliant



We crafted a new generation of floors that surpasses others in both beauty and performance. 

The result? The Envique™ collection – floors with luxurious colorations, deep texturing, and 

realistic plank edges for true to nature looks. With new HydroSeal™ technology, these planks resist 

water on both the surface and joints, helping prevent spills from seeping into the core. So whether 

your kids track water from their bath or puppy has the occasional “accident”, it’s no worry. When 

removed within 24 hours, Envique™ resists damage from most localized topical spills.*

An added benefit? HydroSeal™ allows you to damp mop your Envique™ floor with water.

Real Beauty.  Real Performance.

TUXEDO PINE PLANKS 
IMUS1862

Beautiful details. These distinctive floors were inspired by the new trend in premium hardwood that utilizes 
smoking, fuming and charring to create distinctive patterns and one-of-a-kind looks. Dare to touch the dramatic, 
textured graining and charred marks. This is beauty… defined. Available in stunning ebony and crisp white planks.

This exquisite oak inspired floor features 
a subtle surface texture combined with 
striking character — splits, knots and 
graining — to create timeless beauty. 
The ultra-rich coloration and defined 
details make it perfect for any décor. 
Whether you lean toward the traditional 
or the contemporary, this floor is definitely 
your style... elegant.

MAISON OAK PLANKS 
IMUS1849

BRIDAL PINE PLANKS 
IMUS1992

Make a bold statement. This beautifully 
styled floor with its distinctive textured 
graining and skip cuts is reminiscent of 
floors from a different era, yet a calming 
grey tone anchors it solidly in today’s 
design trends.

GABLE OAK PLANKS 
IMUS1858

LINEAGE OAK PLANKS 
IMUS1853* Please visit us.quick-step.com for complete warranty details and other important information to ensure your floor’s optimal performance.

Elemental in design, these planks replicate the unique textures and visuals of sandblasted hardwood to create 
a naturally weathered appearance. The surface relief is defined yet smooth to the touch – a truly innovative 
technique in laminate design. Plus, these ultra-realistic floors not only look beautiful, they perform beautifully as 
well. Available in a warm blonde and rich grey color options.

Distinctive details. The look of fresh cut 
natural pine, complete with characteristic 
knots, graining and color variation in a 
light, neutral tone. You can’t help but 
touch the wonderfully layered texture. 
The look and feel is so real… 
you’ll imagine the fresh pine scent.

SUMMER PINE PLANKS 
IMUS1860

MEMOIR OAK PLANKS 
IMUS3416

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that represented here and are not identical to the real product due to printing limitations.
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standards for air quality – as certified by 

accredited third-party organizations.

The patented Uniclic® locking system we created revolutionized 
the industry, eliminating the need for glue – which can help indoor 
air quality. Our tight-locking joint helps prevent water damage, 
warping, gapping and prevents height differences between planks. 

Increased moisture resistance, thanks to the technology behind 
Envique’s HydroSeal™ coating combined with the tight-locking 
Uniclic® joint.  We’re proud to offer our 24 Hour Spill Protection 
Guarantee – Envique will not be damaged by localized topical spills 
provided they are removed within 24 hours.** Acceptable for use in 
bathrooms and kitchens when proper installation and maintenance 
instructions are followed.

Made with GenuEdge™ Technology, allowing the surface design to 
“roll-over” the edge for a truly authentic look.

One of the most durable laminate floors on the market. Plus our 
ScratchGuard Advanced Finish Protection† helps the floor resist 
micro-scratches that can dull the floor’s surface over time. 

Envique™ is made with cutting edge technology for increased 
resistance to wear, burns, staining, fading and damage from many 
common household items. Our tough HDF core board and premium 
underlayments work in conjunction to resist impact from high heels, 
dropped objects and impressions from heavy furniture. A perfect 
solution for high traffic areas of your home. A quality NALFA® 
certified product.

F IN ISH ING TOUCHES. . .We recommend Performance 
Accessories™ coordinating moldings, underlayments, repair and 
cleaning products.

 **  Bleach, oven cleaner, peroxide, and other chemicals may damage your floor. Remove chemical residue immediately and clean your floor thoroughly. 
Please visit us.quick-step.com for full details regarding installation, warranty, cleaning, maintenance, and other important information to ensure your floor’s optimal performance.

   †  ScratchGuard Advanced Finish Protection allows Quick•Step® products to be more resistant to micro-abrasions than other leading laminate brands, helping protect against everyday dust and dirt that 
can dull the floor’s surface finish over time. MAR (Micro-Abrasion Resistance) Test: Measure of how well a product resists micro-scratching across a broad area, as opposed to pinpoint scratching from a 
single sharp object. Better test results indicate better resistance to scuffs from foot traffic, rug slippage, etc.

*  Select products within the Envique™ collection feature 
deeply textured surfaces which may test at an AC3 rating 
from the standard industry Taber test for wear. However, all 
Envique™ designs are made with high quality materials and 
are approved for heavy residential and light commercial 
applications. Please refer to us.quick-step.com for individual 
product specifications.
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